the ependymal canal in the adult zebrafish spinal cord express Foxj1a. We demonstrate that ependymal cells express Foxj1a since their birth in the embryonic neural tube and that Foxj1a activity is required for the final positioning of the ependymal canal. We also show that in response to spinal cord injury, Foxj1a ependymal cells actively proliferate and contribute for the restoration of the spinal cord structure. Finally, this study reveals that Foxj1a expression in the injured spinal cord is regulated by regeneration-specific regulatory elements. These data establish Foxj1a as a pan-ependymal marker in development, homeostasis and regeneration and may help identify the signals that enable this progenitor population to replace lost cells after spinal cord injury. Multicellular organisms display striking ability to repair the damages they incur during the period of growth. Compared to animals, plants possess better regenerative capabilities owing to their remarkable cellular plasticity. Despite evolving independently, plants and animals share some of the fundamental processes to regenerate the wounded organs. Interestingly, some organisms show differential regenerative potential along the organ axis e.g., Zebra fish fins, Arabidopsis root. The entire plant root is not competent to regenerate upon resection and the regenerative potential resides only in a portion of meristematic cells at the root tip. The molecular basis of such positional specificity in organ regeneration remains largely unknown. Here, we unravel the novel role of a transcription factor belonging to PLETHORA (PLT) gene family in conferring the competence during organ regeneration. PLT is distributed at the root tip in the shape of a gradient and the high expression domain of PLT overlaps with the competence zone for regeneration. Rapid ramp up of PLT upon resection is noticed prior to any visible cellular response, signifying its role as an early determinant during organ regeneration. In the absence of such PLT upregulation, even the elevated levels of key plant hormone, auxin fails to trigger organ regeneration. Intriguingly, we could force the non-competent cells of the differentiation zone acquire the regenerative potential upon mere delivery of high levels of PLT. Transient loss of PLT in multiple plethora mutant background renders the highly competent cells of root meristem incapable of regeneration. Taken together, our studies elucidate the pivotal role of PLT in determining the competence during organ regeneration and its uniqueness in being able to force cells of differentiation zone acquire regeneration competence. We further probe mechanistic aspects of organ regeneration and show the possible involvement of an auto-regulatory loop of PLT in the expansion of competence zone. The different processes by which cells and tissues perceive and react to injury are not sufficiently understood. Elucidating them will allow for the development of efficient tissue regeneration treatments. We have been interested in pancreatic beta-cell regeneration and our work, which described cell transdifferentiation process in the setting of severe beta-cell ablation, was recently published. Here, we will show that the signaling pathway responsible for inducing islet cell transdifferentiation in that model is the activation of the Protease-Activated Receptor 2 (PAR2) GPCR. It was both necessary and sufficient to induce islet cell transdifferentiation. In addition to that role, we almost accidentally found a much broader role for PAR2 in fundamental other pathways of inflammation, necrosis, apoptosis and regeneration.
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Specifically, we found that PAR2 played a central role in:
• Protecting beta-cells from apoptosis. Thus, PAR2 is the first molecule characterized to mediate selective beta-cell death and we showed that it is highly regulated in type I diabetes, where specific beta-cell destruction is a cardinal feature.
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